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HOW TO DUPLICATE AN OLD FAVOURITE QUILT PATTERN USING SNC  

8” SNC Baltimore Album Quilt Block 

Baltimore Album Quilts originated in Baltimore, Maryland, in the 1840s. They became 
one of the most popular styles of quilts & remain a favourite among the traditional quilt 
makers of today. The fabrics used tell the tale of the era they are produced.

The original patterns were inspired by the environment in which they were made.  The 
flowers, landmarks, emblems or shapes could be found in and around Baltimore, Maryland.

You can purchase a pattern for one or learn to scan & cut your own shapes with SNC. Use the simple 
shapes found in the SNC Machine and in SNC Canvas Workspace to make as simple or elaborate design 
as you desire. Don’t forget to check out all the shapes in the SNC Workspace project area and personalise 
the shape to fit your décor.   

Please read through, collect supplies.  Preparing ahead will assure a quick, easy project.  

SUPPLIES: 
Variety of 100% Cotton fabric scraps.
Terial Magic or Light Steam a Seam 2
Thread
Sewing machine
Spray Baste

Creating in SNC Workspace allows easier sizing and placement.  Coloring each shape a different color will 
allow you to see the layers.  Layers will all be separated prior to cutting.

Step 1: Open Canvas Workspace Basic (shapes)
.Create 3” outer floral shape of choice 
.Create 2”  inner floral shape of choice 
.Create 1”  small centre circle
.Create 8 leaf shapes of choice 

Step 2: Place a 6” circle on mat (for placement purpose only, you will delete the 6” circle 
prior to cutting.

Step 3:.Stack floral pieces to resemble flower as shown
.Place leaves in visually pleasing position on one side of flower
.When leaves are visual pleasing to you, group them in place & duplicate
.Flip 2nd set of leaves vertically & arrange on opposite side of flower

Delete the 6” circle after drawing is complete

If you want the shape to be placed exactly as you have created it, transfer to machine for 
DRAWING.  This will allow you to place picture of plan on a light board to follow the shape/
placement after the shapes have been cut.

Step 4: Ungroup & prepare for cutting lining them as shown; Remember to group leaves 
prior to transferring design to machine to make it easier to move to the proper space for 
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cutting.

Step 5: Prepare fabric, spray baste the back of prepared fabric & adhere to cutting mat as shown.

Note: Once fabric is placed & designs are transferred to machine, remember to scan the fabric, place 
images over the colour to be cut.  Continue reading for how to prepare fabric.

HOW TO PREPARE FABRIC FOR CUTTING MACHINE:  Nothing cuts like card stock! 
Fabric cuts best when stiffened to resemble card stock.  

Option A: Saturate with Terial magic.  Always be sure fabric is totally dry & ironed smooth  
prior to cutting.  Spray back with spray baste to adhere to SNC Mat

Option B: Fuse Light SAS2 to back of the fabric, leave paper on backside, spray back of paper with 
505, adhere to SNC Mat (it does not matter which cutting mat you use (low tack or standard) when 
using a spray baste.  Never spray anything on mats or near machine.

QUILT BLOCKS: One makes a beautiful throw pillow, a jacket back, wall hanging or to place on a tote.  
Multiples will make whatever size quilt you choose by duplicating the pattern.  

FINAL NOTE: Products listed are products I trust.  Students in my classes who bring the products listed are 
consistently successful.  Use whatever you are familiar with if it is a quality product.  Some products are not 
woven tightly enough or have too much glue to allow for consistent successful results.  


